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Let K(G) for a finite graph G with vertices vt, . . . , v, denote the K-algebra with generators 
XI...., X. and defining relations X,Xi =X& if and only if vi is not connected to oi by an edge in 
G. We describe centralizers of monomials, show that the centralizer of a monomial is again a graph 
algebra, prove a unique factorization theorem for factorizations of monomials into commuting 
factors, compute the homology of K(G), and show that K(G) is the homology ring of a certain loop 
space. We also construct a K(rr, 1) explicitly where rr is the group with generators X1,. . . , X,, and 
defining relations XXi = XXi if and only if v, is not connected to vi by an edge in G. 
1. Introduction 
In a previous paper [3] we have associated an algebra K(G) to every finite 
undirected graph G and every commutative ring K. 
Definition. The algebra K(G) is the algebra over K generated by 1 and elements Xi 
in 1 - 1 correspondence to the vertices vi of G with defining relationsXiXj =X&i for 
each pair i, j such that vi and uj are not connected by an edge in G. 
The multiplicative semigroup S(G) generated by the elements Xi in K(G) was 
previously considered by P. Cartier and D. Foata [2]. They used results about S(G) 
both to derive identities involving binomial coefficients and to establish certain 
results in probability. Their principal algebraic result about S(G) is as follows. 
Definition. Let F1 and FZ be subsets of {Xi, . . . , X,,}. Then F1 is contiguous to FZ if 
and only if F1 and Fz are separately commutative and for each letter X, E F2 there 
exists a letter X, E Fl which does not commute with Xi. A V-decomposition of word 
W is a factorization W = VI V2.. . V, such that if F, denotes the set of letters 
occurring in Vi, then F; is contiguous to Fi+l for i = 1,. . . , r- 1. Two V-de- 
compositions are considered identical if the sets I;;: are identical. 
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Theorem 0. (Cartier and Foata [2]). Ecery element of S(G) admits a unique 
V-decomposition. 
It can be noted that our decomposition theorem (Theorem 2 below) is in a sense 
exactly the “opposite”. We decompose words into subwords which commute with 
each other but whose letters do not form separately commuting sets. 
Our motivation is firstly to generalize certain theorems about tensor algebra. In 
particular we prove a special case of a conjecture [4] of J. Neggers, that the 
centralizer of any element in a graph algebra is again a graph algebra. This is known 
to be true for tensor algebras. Secondly we give some results that apply to a certain 
family of finite dimensional K(r, 1) topological spaces. 
It can be shown that a K-module basis for K(G) is given by the distinct monomials 
in the Xi, and that two products Xi,, . . . , Xi, and Xi,, . . . , Xjk are equal if and only if 
one can be obtained from the other by repeatedly interchanging commuting ele- 
ments. 
Let S(G) be the semigroup formed by the monomials in the X,, including 1. In [3] 
we showed that S(G) can be well-ordered, by the following procedure. Let Sii be the 
semigroup obtained from S(G) by setting all the Xk except Xi and Xi equal to 1. 
Then each Sii can be linearly ordered, and S(G) embeds in the direct product of the 
Sip This linearly orders S(G). Then well-order S(G) by saying that u > c if and only if 
deg u > deg u or deg u = deg v and K > u in the linear ordering. 
In [3] we also proved that the set of pairs of commuting monomials can be 
characterized recursively as follows: suppose Mi and MZ commute then either 
Ml = Mz or Ml = MaMb where deg M, and deg Mb are > 0 and each of Ma, Mbb 
commutes with Mz, or MZ = M,Md satisfying corresponding conditions or one of Mi, 
Mi is some X,. If the last condition holds, then this X, must commute with all of the 
letters in the other monomial. 
Here we first prove a much more explicit characterization of commuting pairs of 
monomials. 
Definition. A c-factorization of an element x in a ring is a sequence of elements 
Yl, . * a, y, such that x = yly2. . . y, and the elements y pairwise commute. 
Next we show that unique c-factorization holds in S(G). Then we turn to results of 
a topological nature. Let F(G) denote the group given by generators X, and defining 
relations XiXj = XXj if and only if there is no edge from Vi to ui in G. We showed in 
[3] that S(G) embeds in F(G), by the natural homomorphism. It follows from [l, p. 
1891 that the mapping from S(G) to F(G) induces an isomorphism on homology, for 
any F(G) module. 
Let S’ denote a circle, and e any chosen, fixed point of the circle. 
Definition. The topological space T(G) is the subset of (S’)” consisting of all n -tuples 
(Yl,. . . , y,) such that if yi # e, Yj # e, i # j then there does not exist an edge from vi to 
Uj in the graph G. 
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We prove that T(G) is a K(rr, 1) for 7r = F(G). We show that the homological 
dimension of K(G) as an augmented K-algebra equals the largest size of an 
independent set of vertices in the graph G. 
Finally we define topological spaces IT;:(G) replacing S’ by Szi+’ and prove that 
H,(R~(G):K)-K(G) 
as rings. 
2. A description of commuting monomials 
Lemma 1. Let U, Vbe elements of S(G) such that some positive power of Ucommutes 
with some positive power of V. Then U, V commute. 
Proof. This statement is true in both free and free abelian monoids, so it is true in 
XSip This implies that it is true in S(G), which is embedded as a submonoid of XSip 
Theorem 2. Let M be a monomial of degree > 0 in K(G) and let N be a monomial of 
degree > 0 in K(G) which commutes with h4. Let S be the set of variables X1, . . . , X,, 
which occur in Mand let Gs be the full subgraph of G corresponding to the set of vertices 
vi such that Xi E S. The components of Gs correspond to subsets of S such that any two 
elements in different subsets commute. Write M = MI * + * Mk where M, involves only 
variables corresponding to the ith component of Gs. Then N is a product of generators 
X, which do not occur in M but commute with every generator occurring in M, and 
words Vsuch that some power of Vequals one of the Mi. 
Remark. All such monomials N do commute with N. 
Proof. Given any N, we can remove the generators X,, which do not occur in M: they 
must commute with all variables which do occur in M. So it suffices to prove the 
theorem in case all generators occurring in N also occur in M. So assume this holds. 
Also we can then write N = NIN2. * * Nk where some N, may be the identity, 
corresponding to the components of Gs. Each Ni must commute with Mi. For this 
reason it suffices to prove the theorem in case Gs has a single component. So we 
assume Gs has a single component. 
Now suppose that M is a monomial of least possible degree for which some N 
commutes with M, with N not of the form prescribed by the theorem, such that Gs 
has only one component and N involves only generators occurring in M. We can 
show the theorem holds if M or N has degree 1, so the degrees of M, N are at least 2. 
We may also assume N cannot be written as a product of two monomials of lesser 
degree, each of which commutes with M. And that N # M, or N, M would satisfy the 
conditions of the theorem. Therefore by the theorem about commuting monomials 
in [3], mentioned in the introduction, M = M,Mb where each of M,, Mb commutes 
with N and has degree >O. 
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Case 1. M,, Mb both involve all the generators occurring in M. Then by 
minimality, since Gs is connected, there exist U, V such that N = U”, kf, = Ub, 
N = V’, Mb = Vd, for some u, 6, c, d > 0. By Lemma 1, U and V commute. 
Therefore if u or c were greater than 1, N could be written as a product of two 
monomials commuting with M Therefore a = c = 1. But then M = Nbcd. 
Case 2. Ma. Mb do not both involve all the letters of M. Suppose X, is a generator 
occurring in M,, for instance, but not in kfb. Let G,, Gb be the full subgraphs of G, 
corresponding to the generators occurring in M,, ikfb. By minimality, N can be 
expressed with regard to M,, Mb as in the theorem. Since a kth root of any word 
contains the same set of variables as that word, for any component of G, or Gb, either 
N contains all the variables of that component, or none of them. This implies that N 
must involve all the variables of M; otherwise the set of variables occurring in N 
would give a component of Gs. But Gs is connected. 
The G, component of Xk must contain members of Gb or else contain elements 
joined to some G, vertex by an edge. Otherwise it would give a component of Gs, 
showing that Gs is not connected. Therefore the G, component of Xk contains some 
vertex not in Gb but joined to a member of Gb by an edge. By the preceding 
paragraph the variable XJ, corresponding to such a vertex must occur in N. But then 
N cannot commute with kfb. This proves the theorem. 
Corollary 3. The centralizer of a monomial in a graph algebra, is itself a graph algebra. 
Proof. It follows from the fact that S(G) is well-ordered, that the centralizer of a 
monomial in K(G) has a basis of monomials. Then it follows from Theorem 1 that 
the centralizer of a monomial is generated as a K-algebra by a set of monomials 
involving disjoint sets of variables. These will generate a graph algebra. This proves 
the corollary. 
In the introduction we let Sii be the quotient semigroup of S(G) obtained by 
sending all variables other than Xi, Xi to 1. Thus Sii is either a free monoid on two 
generators, or a free abelian monoid on two generators. In [3] we showed that the 
natural map from S(G) to the product of all the distinct Sij is a monomorphism. Next 
we identify the image of S(G). 
Proposition 4. An element of XSii is the image of an element of S(G) if and only if 
(1) for any distinct i, j, k, the Xi degree of the Sij component equals the Xi degree of the 
Sik component, and 
(2) for any distinct i(l), i(2), . . . , i(r) such thut Sicl,icz,, Si(z,i,3)r . . . , Si(r-l)i(r)r 
Si(r)i(l) are all free and any nl, n2, . . . , n, it does not happen that the nith COPY of xi,,, 
precedes the nzth COPY of Xi(z) in Si(l)i(Z)r . . . , the n,th copy of Xii(r) precedes the n Ith 
copy of Xi(l) in Si(r)i(l)* 
Proof. It can be seen that conditions (l), (2) must hold for an image element. From 
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condition (1) we can tell what the degree of a word must be, which maps to an 
element of XSij satisfying (l), (2). If this degree is 1, then the proposition is true. 
Suppose that whenever this degree is = rn an element of XSij satisfying (l), (2) 
must come from S(G). Let I be an element of XSij satisfying (l), (2), with associated 
degree m + 1. Define a relation < on Xi, . . . , X,, by setting Xi < Xj if and only if Sij is 
free and the last letter in the Sij component of I is Xi. 
The relation is antireflexive, antisymmetric, and condition (2) implies it has no 
cycles. Therefore it generates a unique partial order if one adds all implications of 
transitivity to the relation. Therefore there exists a least one maximal element X,. 
For any two maximal elements X,, Xb, S,,, cannot be free, so X, and Xb must 
commute. 
If we remove the final copy of X, from all components of z in free Si, and some 
copy from all components of z in abelian Si,, then condition (l), (2) will still be 
satisfied. Therefore some monomial Mi does go to this altered z, by induction. Then 
MIX, goes to I. This completes the induction, and proves the proposition. 
Proposition 5. Let U, Vbe elements of S(G) such that U’ = V’for some r, s. Then there 
exists Win S(G) such that U = W” and V = W* for some a, 6. 
Proof. This result is true for free monoids and free abelian monoids, so it is true in 
XSip Moreover if an element in XSij satisfies (1) and (2) of the preceding proposition, 
so will the mth root of that element, for any m such that an mth root exists. 
Lemma 6. Let Ml, M2, M3 be monomials in a graph algebra such that MIMz 
commutes with M3 and MI commutes with Mz. Then all the Mi pairwise commute. 
Proof. It suffices to prove this in the case that Ml, M2 involve no generators which do 
not occur in M3. Otherwise such generators must commute with all the generators 
which to occur in M3, we can express Ml, M2, M3 as product of two parts each, and 
show that the hypothesis of this proposition holds when the variables not occurring in 
M3 have been deleted from Ml, M2. 
It further suffices to prove the lemma in the case where the subgraph correspond- 
ing to the set of variables in M3 is connected. Otherwise we could factor Ml, Mz, M3 
into commuting parts and show that the hypothesis holds for the different parts. 
So assume this subgraph is connected, and that MI, MZ involve no generators not 
occurring in M3. Then by Lemma 1 there exist U, a, b such that M3 = U”, 
M1M2 = U*. Now suppose Ml or M2 contained variables not in the other. Then these 
variables would commute with those variables which are in the other. Thus the 
subgraph corresponding to the set of generators occurring in U could be split into at 
least two components. This is false, by the assumption on k.23. Therefore Mi, M2 
involve exactly the same set of variables. By the assumption on M3 again, the 
subgraph corresponding to this set cannot be split into components. Therefore by 
Lemma 1, there exists V, c, d such that V’ = Ml, Vd = Ml. Then by Proposition 4 
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there exist W, e, f such that W’ = V, W’= U. Therefore Mi, Mz, MS will all 
commute. This proves the lemma. 
Definition. A c-prime is a monomial z other than 1 which cannot be expressed as a 
product of two commuting factors. A c-fucforizafion of an element w is an expression 
of w as ylyz - * * yl, where all the yi commute with each other. 
Lemma 7. Let M be a monomial in a graph algebra such that the set of generators 
occurring in M corresponds to a connected subgraph. Then for any c-factorization 
M=M,Mz. * * ibY&, there exists a monomial w such that all the Mi are powers of w. 
Proof. In the case of two factors, the proof of this is essentially the same as the last 
part of the preceding proof. The case of k factors follows by induction. 
Theorem 8. Any monomial in a graph algebra, other than 1, has a unique c- 
factorization into c-primes. 
Proof. Lemma 5 implies that any c-factorization can be refined into a c-factorization 
into c-primes. In any c-factorization into c-primes, the generators occurring in any 
prime must lie in a single component of the subgraph corresponding to all generators 
occurring in the monomial to be factored. Therefore we can look at c-factorization 
into c-primes componentwise, and there the result follows from Lemma 6 and 
Proposition 4. 
3. Homology of K(G) 
Lemma 9. Let P = PI u - - . vPk where P is a finite polyhedron and each Pi is a 
connected subpolyhedron of P. Suppose the intersection of any nonempty family 
9C{PI,. . . , Pk} is nonempty, connected, and aspherical. Suppose that for .9’C 9 
(?,P + ,F9P 
induces a monomorphism on ~1. Then P is aspherical. 
Proof. This result follows from the corollary to Theorem 5 of [5], by induction on k. 
Theorem 10. The space T(G) is a K(r, 1) where 7r = F(G). 
Proof.The space T(G) has the structure of a cell complex with one cell of dimension i
for each i-tuple of generators which commute. Therefore the l-cells are in l-l 
correspondence with generators Xi and the 2-cells with commuting pairs Xi, Xi of 
generators. Moreover the attaching maps of the latter give the relations that the 
elements of rri corresponding to Xi, Xi commute. This implies that nl(T(G)) = G. 
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Let Si,. . . , Sk be the family of all maximal sets of commuting generators Xi. Let 
Pi={(yf,..., y,) E (S’)” : yi # e implies yi E P,}. 
Then T(G) = UPi. Each Pi and the intersection of any family of Pi is a torus. 
Therefore by Lemma 9 T(G) is aspherical. This proves the theorem. 
Corollary 11. The homology of the ring K(G) over K is a free module which has a basis 
in dimension i in l-l correspondence with all commutatioe sets of generators Xi 
containing exactly i elements. 
Corollary 12. The homological dimension of K(G) equals the size of the largest 
commuting set of generators Xi. 
Definition. Let SZitl denote a 2i + 1 dimensional sphere and let e denote a fixed 
chosen point of Szi+‘. Let Z denote the subset of (S”*‘)” consisting of all points 
(Yi,. *. , y,) such that if Yi # e and Yi # e then there does not exist an edge from Vi to 
Ui in the graph G. 
The topological spaces z;:, i = 0, 1, . . . have the structure of cell complexes with one 
cell of dimension m(2i + 1) for each set of m vertices in Gi no two of which are 
connected by an edge. For instance in TO, the l-cells are l-l correspondence with 
Xl,.. . , X,, and the 2-cells with pairs Xi, Xi such that XiXi =X+X;. It follows that the 
fundamental group of To is F(G). For the chain complex resulting from this cell 
structure, all boundary operators are zero, by comparison with those of copies of 
(S1)k included in To. Therefore the homology of T, with coefficients K has a basis in 
l-l correspondence with cells of T,, so it is isomorphic to that of K(G). The same is 
true for the homology of I;: for i>O except that the degrees of all classes are 
multiplied by 2i + 1. The cohomology ring structure can also be computed by means 
of inclusions of copies of (SZi’*)k. The cohomology ring is the quotient of the exterior 
K-algebra generated by elements zl,. . . , z, by the sum of the ideals generated by 
Zizi for all pairs i,j such that Xi and xi do not commute. 
Theorem 13. For i > 0, H,(L??; : K) = K(G). 
Proof. Inclusions of spheres and products of two spheres show there exists an algebra 
homomorphism from K(G) into H*(nTi : K). The mappings K(G) + Sii can also be 
topologically realized by maps arising from product projections on (S”+‘)“. Thus we 
have 
K(G)-,H*(RTi:K)-,XK(Sii). 
Therefore the mapping from K(G) into H,(RT : K) is a monomorphism. 
For any topological group r there is a spectral sequence with 
E2 = H,(H,(r : K) : K) 
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and E” a graded group obtained from H,@(r) : K) where B(7) is a classifying space 
for T. We apply this to the case T = flT, B(r) = T,. 
The ring homomorphism induces a mapping 
H&C(G) : K) + H,(H,(R’I;: : K) : K). 
By considering generators, all the classes in the image of K(G) will be universal 
cycles. By considering the mapping 
a?-. t-* n((s2i+1)n) =I (n(P’+*))” 
none of these classes can be boundaries. Let u be a class of lowest degree in 
H,(f2T : K) not in the image of K(G). Then u will give rise to a class of degree one 
larger in H,(H,(flT : K)). It follows from a consideration of the way the spectral 
sequence is graded that this class is a universal cycle by not a boundary. So it will give 
rise to an element in E” which would make E” too large. Therefore no such class 
exists. 
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